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I. PROFILE  

Overview  

  
COMPANY NAME is a ____________________ organization that 
________________________________ in the _____________ industry.  It is 
located in a campus-like setting that is connected by an extensive campus-wide 
Ethernet LAN wired and Wi-Fi supporting the Windows, TCP/IP, and _______ 
protocols.  Workstations and mobile devices are the predominant platforms used 
within the enterprise. 

 

  
COMPANY NAME is upgrading the _________________ systems and desires a 
productive network solution.  The applications to be supported include: 

 

• Purchasing  

• Accounts Payable  

• Receiving  

• Inventory  

  
There is a potential requirement for an e-commerce or electronic data interchange 
(EDI) solution as well as more traditional purchase order processing techniques The 
system must meet security requirements for PCI-DSS, HIPAA, ISO, and Sarbanes-
Oxley. In addition, it must meet all mandated data security and business continuity 
requirements. 

 

  
COMPANY NAME requires considerable flexibility in its systems approach to best 
meet its business, administrative, and control objectives. 
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Transaction Requirements  

  
Key transaction information is provided for vendor review.  
  
  
  
Key Item Value  
  
General  
 Number of physical locations _________ Headquarters 
                Buildings 
   

 

 Number of workstations _______  
 Estimated mobile devices _______  
            Estimated number of concurrent users _______ 

 

 Desired months of transaction detail _______  
 Current PO history file -- 36 months _______  
Estimated Transaction Volumes (Monthly)  
 Low -- Purchase orders _______  
 High -- Purchase orders _______  
 Average line items per purchase order _______  
 Line items per purchase order (max.) _______  
Number of Vendors _______  
Open PO Line Items _______  
  
Accounts Payable  
 Number of invoices per week _______  
 Number of checks generated per week _______  
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II. VENDOR PROFILE  

  
The vendor is requested to provide the following information about their company:  
  
1.   Do you sell your software application modules directly to the customer?  

2.   Do you sell your software application modules through a VAR?  

Please attach a list of VARs located in _______________________.  

  
3.   The software vendor should be of sufficient stature to allow for continued service 

over five years. 
 

Years in business?  

The number of sites utilizing the package?  

Current year estimated sales?  

Past 5 years' average annual sales?  

Current year estimated income?  

Past 5 years' average annual income?  
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2.   Provisions for the following fields (indicate if available and existing field size):  

  
Field  Length  
  
Purchase order number ____characters (inc. dashes)  
Sub-order release number ____ characters (inc. dashes)  
Item number ___characters  
Item description (2 full lines) ____ characters per line  
Quantity ___ characters  
Currency Code   
Unit price ____ characters  
Unit discount __ characters ($ and %)  
Scheduled delivery date __characters (inc. slashes)  
Purchase order type __characters  
Contract number __ characters  
_________ code __characters  
_________ number __characters  
Buyer code __characters  
Source code __characters  
Cost account __characters  
Log number __characters  
Unit of measure __ characters  
User-defined flag codes __ character each  
  
3.   Several levels of electronic approval should be provided online for purchase 

orders. 
 

4.   Provision for online tracking of purchase orders by approval status.  
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VIII. INVENTORY  

  

Major Functions and Features  

  
1.   Inventory should be fully integrated with the appropriate subsystems:  

• Accounts Payable  

• Purchasing  

  
2.   Inventory should employ the following data file structure:  

• Item master file  

• Item detail file  
  
3.   Provision to code the item master file with the following fields (indicate if 

available and existing field size): 
 

  
Field  Length  
  
Item number __ characters  
Category __ characters  
Product class __ characters  
Type  __ characters  
Four units of measurement codes __ characters each  
2 lines full product description field __ characters per line  
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X. SECURITY AND DISASTER RECOVERY REQUIREMENT  

  

1. Security compliance with the Security Policies and impact on the appropriate 
subsystems: 

• ______________________________ 

• ______________________________ 

• ______________________________ 

2. Compliance with data retention and destruction guidelines 

• PCI-DSS 

• Sarbanes-Oxley 

• HIPAA 

• ISO - ITIL 

3. How integration with Disaster Recovery Program will be coordinated 
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CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT 
 

 
This Confidentiality Agreement (this “Agreement”) is made effective as of ________________________, between 
___________________________(COMPANY) at _________________________________________________________ and 
_________________________, of _________________________, _________________________, _________________________ 
__________. 
 
In this Agreement, the party who owns the Confidential Information will be referred to as (“OWNER”), and the party to whom the 
Confidential Information will be disclosed will be referred to as (“POTENTIAL VENDOR”). 
 
OWNER is engaged in the Management of an RFQ and Proposal Evaluation process for __________________ client in the 
entertainment industry.  POTENTIAL VENDOR is engaged in providing ________________ software in the commercial 
marketplace.  To protect the confidential and private information of the COMPANY the POTENTIAL VENDOR has represented that 
POTENTIAL VENDOR will protect the confidential material and information which may be disclosed between OWNER and 
POTENTIAL VENDOR.  Therefore, the parties agree as follows: 
 
I.  CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION.  The term “Confidential Information” means any information or material which is 
proprietary to OWNER, whether or not owned or developed by OWNER, which is not generally known other than by OWNER, and 
which POTENTIAL VENDOR may obtain through any direct or indirect contact with OWNER. 
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WHAT’S NEW 
2023 Edition 

• Added materials for e-Commerce and Omni Commerce processing 
• Added mobility application requirements  
• Update technology requirements 
• Update to meet mandated compliance requirements Including ISO Supply Chain Management 
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	2.   Do you sell your software application modules through a VAR?
	Please attach a list of VARs located in _______________________.
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	 Open Source?
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	5. Comprehensive documentation (system, operational, and user) should be current and readily available.
	 Do you provide complete systems documentation?
	 Do you provide complete operational documentation?
	 Do you provide complete user documentation?
	 Is the user documentation available online?
	 Can documentation be downloaded to a mobile device?
	 Is the documentation searchable?

	6.   The vendor should possess and provide adequate initial and continuing education and training.
	 Are formal training facilities available?
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	13. To what extent does the application generate system-level error reports and are these known errors published?
	14. Does the system provide for complete security reporting of transactions via both online and hard copy facilities?
	15. Can the system retain 36 months of detailed file history for all key activities?
	16. Does the system use the function key(s) options to simplify processing?
	17. Is there a report writer capability available?
	 Who is the vendor (provide name and phone number)?
	 What is the cost?
	 Estimated training time required?

	18. Does the system use online security facilities to prevent unauthorized additions to, deletions of, or changes to company information?
	19. Does the system provide for minimum redundancy of information through the integration of subsystems, where necessary?
	20. Does the system provide extensive and complete audit trails of transactions?
	21. Does the package allow for easy-to-customize display screens?
	 Can the customer customize display screens?
	 Does it support dynamic pages (mobile devices)?
	 By user ID?  What limitations or ranges are used?
	 Can customers modify display screens without using program changes?
	 Can they add fields?

	22. Does the package provide a menu travel capability (allowing direct movement to a desired screen without chaining through the established menus)?
	 Function keys used to travel?

	23. Do all reports have a report number, report date, and print date?
	24. Do all display screens have a unique screen identification number displayed on each screen?
	25. Does the package support high-volume storage output?
	26. The package should allow for the simultaneous operation of the current month's transactions while closing for the prior month's activity.
	27. If customers report an application problem, how is it prioritized?  What are the vendor action steps toward resolution?

	Technical
	1. Does the system support data communications with the ability to utilize TCP/IP, Appletalk, Ethernet, or other recognized protocols?
	2. Does the system use a graphical interface or a character-based interface?
	3. Does the system support Web Access?
	 Laptops
	 PDA
	 SmartPhones
	4. Web Support
	 Internet Server (Windows, Apache, Unix)?
	 Dynamic pages (PHP, ASP, ASPX)?
	5. What language(s) is the application software package written in?
	Is the software based on a core Data Base Management System (DBMS) package?
	If so, what DBMS is used?

	6. Database Management System local vendor for support
	 Automatic recovery and backup built in and implemented?
	 Provisions for data integrity and recovery procedures in the event of system failure?

	7.   Is the software based on a core Client/Server package?
	 If so, what Client/Server is used?
	 Client/Server vendor?

	8. Does the system support Apple Laser Writers on an “AppleTalk” network?
	9. Does the system support a print spooling facility?
	10.   Capability to modify data structure by adding new data items, deleting non-critical data items, and changing data item characteristics.
	11.   What is the response time that can be expected on a __ workstation, ___active networks for a standard:
	Open PO Inquiry?
	Vendor Inquiry?
	Open A/P Inquiry?

	12. Does your product support batch processing?
	 Describe any batch processing capabilities.

	13. Can users write scripts or macros in your applications?
	 If so, what language is supported?

	14. Does the package provide easy import and export of data to other personal computer packages (DBF, DIF, XLS, XLSX, CSV formats)?
	 Please indicate all formats supported.

	15. Ability to export to an ASCII comma delimited format the following structures:
	Vendor file containing the following fields:
	 Vendor number
	 Vendor name
	 Vendor address
	 Vendor phone number
	 Vendor code (Award code)

	Purchase order file containing the following fields:
	 Purchase order number
	 Purchase order date
	 Vendor number
	 Vendor name
	 Vendor address
	 Item number
	 Item description
	 Quantity ordered
	 Unit price
	 Unit discount
	 Scheduled delivery date

	The payable file contains the following fields:
	 Vendor number
	 Vendor name
	 Invoice number
	 Invoice date
	 Invoice amount
	 Due date
	 Discount rate
	 Discount date
	 Payment code
	 Work order number


	16. Is a tool or other utility available from a third party to provide import and export of data from your package to other packages utilizing the data elements listed above?
	 Vendor name
	 Vendor Contact
	 Approximate cost of utility
	 Vendor name
	 Vendor Contact
	 Approximate cost of the package
	 Vendor name
	 Vendor Contact
	 Approximate cost of the package



	V. Purchasing
	Major Functions and Features
	1.   Purchasing should fully integrate with the appropriate subsystems:
	 Accounts Payable
	 Receiving
	 Inventory
	 Contracts

	2.   Provisions for the following fields (indicate if available and existing field size):
	3.   Several levels of electronic approval should be provided online for purchase orders.
	4.   Provision for online tracking of purchase orders by approval status.
	5.   On-line inquiry screens as follows:
	Purchase orders by approval status
	Purchase orders by purchase order number
	Purchase orders by vendor number
	Purchase orders by the delivery status
	Purchase orders by open balance
	Purchase orders by the requester
	Purchase orders by department (Source Code)
	Purchase orders by cost account number
	Purchase orders by word (as found in the PO line item)
	Purchase orders by user-defined flag code

	6.   Provision for online creation of purchase requisitions with minimum additional data (vendor number, change numbers, tax applicability, etc.) should default from related applications.
	7.   Provision for online conversion of purchase requisitions to purchase orders with a minimum of additional data.  This process must have strong security password protection so that the approval and audit control process is not compromised.
	8.   Purchase order number is system assigned with allowance for manual override.
	9.   Provision for entry, inquiry, and cancellation of purchase orders.
	Does cancellation require change order?

	10. Provides for automatic update of inventory subsystems as follows:
	Update on-order fields when PO is entered
	Update inventory cost of sales when the item is received
	Update inventory weighted average cost when the item is received

	11. Provision for cross reference between vendor number and purchase order number.
	12. Provision for blanket purchase orders or standing purchase orders with multiple delivery quantities and due dates.
	13. Ability to manually enter comments and special instructions on the purchase order.
	A detailed number of comment fields and field sizes.

	14. Ability to identify standard inventory item cost and lead time to the buyer at the time of PO placement.
	15. Provision for maintenance of primary and secondary vendors per inventory item with corresponding list price quotations.
	16. Provision of both “order from” and “remit to” vendor addresses.
	17. Provision for:
	Change of purchase orders
	Rescheduling of purchase orders
	Reopen closed purchase orders
	Chargeback on purchase orders
	Cancellation of purchase orders

	18. Provision for the input and tracking of receipts above the amount ordered.
	19. Option to automatically close PO if receipts are equal to or greater than the order quantity.
	20. Ability to input shipping document numbers to track items returned to vendors.
	21. Provision to include shipper number on PO for internal tracking.
	22. Provision for requisition tracking and aging.
	23. Adequate history file (36 months) must be created as the results of purchasing transactions.  Included would be purchase history by the vendor (date, item, price, quantity, actual versus requested delivery dates) and by item.
	24. The date of the last receipt must be shown on the screen when the PO status is confirmed.
	25. PO requisitions must be generated automatically based on reorder points being reached.
	26. Ability to produce a duplicate copy of the PO upon request.
	27. Provision to enter negotiated vendor discounts as follows:
	On a line item basis, enter up to six discount types and actions (either a percentage or flat dollar)
	On an invoice basis, enter a total vendor discount

	28. Ability to transmit to vendor and receive from vendor purchase orders. (EDI)
	Internet connectivity. XML support
	29. Automatically compute tax accrual as required.
	30. Automatically flag purchase orders that require special handling (capital equipment, chemicals, etc.).

	Documents and Reports to be Produced
	1.   Purchase order requisition
	2.   Purchase order
	3.   Purchase orders customized to customer format
	4.   Purchase order and transfer log sequenced on PO number, product line, and vendor number, with selection capabilities on location, PO number range, vendor number, order date, and due date
	5.  Purchase order dollar commitments over a user-specified time sorted by:
	Total value
	Cost account
	Buyer code
	Award code
	Contract number
	State
	Country

	6.   Vendor backorders with an estimated ship date
	7.   PO history by item and by a vendor (monthly and year-to-date)
	8.   PO status (on hold, future date, etc.)
	9.   New and changed PO transaction log
	10. Purchase order variance report
	11. Requisitions report
	12. Open PO by vendor or date
	13. Open PO by item
	14. Receipts by PO
	15. Open receipts by a vendor
	16. Purchase receipts matching
	17. Closed PO report
	18. Expected PO aged by the delivery date
	19. Purchase order register
	20. Purchase order register sorted by buyer code
	21. Ability to produce a summary list of purchases (order/receipt) for a specific vendor.
	22. Purchases sorted by contract in line item detail over a user-definable time.  The report must include the part number, part description, and quantity purchased.


	VI. Accounts Payable
	Major Functions and Features
	1.   Accounts payable should fully integrate with the appropriate subsystems:
	Purchasing
	Inventory
	Contracts
	Receiving

	2.   Provisions for the following fields (indicate if available and existing field size):
	3.   Capability to establish new vendors and enter vendor invoices.  The vendor code must be:
	Minimum 8 characters
	Automatically generate numeric vendor number
	At the user option, manually input

	4.   Capability to search a vendor based on:
	 Vendor number
	 Vendor name
	 Telephone number
	 State
	 Zip Code
	 Country

	5.   Option to consolidate vouchers for the same vendor for payment on a single check and issue one check per voucher within a single check run.
	6.   Capability of processing one-time vendors with required 1099 reporting and audit trail.
	7.   Capability to process 1099 reporting for all vendors.
	8.   Facility to determine duplicate invoice numbers and inhibit processing of payment.
	9.   Ability to search based on the payment amount.
	10. Provision for reconciliation of canceled checks, including checks returned from the bank, manually voided, and voided by the system.
	11. Ability for manually generated checks to be processed on an after-the-fact basis.
	12. Capability of establishing and processing standard recurring payable invoices.
	13. Capability to distribute a single invoice line item to multiple general ledger accounts.
	14. Ability to avoid deleting a vendor with history.
	15. Provision for producing an aging report of open accounts payable vouchers not yet processed (approved for payment).
	16. Ability to retain 36 months of historical data at a detailed level.
	17. Ability to make partial payments of invoices.
	18. Ability to match an invoice to a purchase order and receive information (this implies not having to re-enter information captured during receiving process).
	19. Ability to create invoices from PO.
	20. Provision to allow payment off of PO as opposed to the invoice.
	21. Ability to process invoice discounts.
	22. Provision for online editing of voucher/vendor information at the time of entry with a function key to access vendor information during voucher input/edit.
	23. Provision for entering invoices on a batch basis, with appropriate batch control procedures provided.  These would include at the minimum:
	 Date and entry operator identification
	 Batch number and a brief description
	 Batch control total

	24. Ability to provide an audit trail by vendor, department, voucher, date, and data entry operator.
	25. Ability to enter vendors and designate separate “pay to” and “order from” addresses on the vendor master file.
	26. Provide for the operational procedure and job stream to perform periodic purging of inactive vendors based upon specific criteria for inactivity (for example, no activity for twelve months).
	27. Capability of issuing checks on demand.
	28. Provisions to place a vendor on “hold” to restrict future use and payments.
	29. Capability for selecting checks for payment based on:
	 Payment code
	 Due date
	 Vendor
	 Invoice
	 Amount

	30. Capability to accept an invoice from an EDI file.

	Documents and Reports to be Produced
	1.   Suspected Duplicate Payments report
	2.   Open Accounts Payable Summary report
	3.   Cash Requirements report
	4.   Vendor Analysis (History) report
	5.   Accounts Payable Detail with aging by at least 3 aging categories
	6.   Pre-check Run register/Edit report
	7.   Check Register
	8.   Voucher Entry Journal
	9.   Manual and Void Check Journal
	10. Recurring Payments Journal
	11. Invoice History with line item detail and summaries
	12. Vendors with debit account balances
	13. Purchase Price Variance report by buyer and/or vendor number
	14. Active vendor file listing in alphabetic and vendor number order
	15. Accounts Payable Distribution report by an account within the department and by department within accounts (with actual versus plan versus last year comparison capabilities)
	16. Expense Distribution by the department by account, actual versus planned (month-to-month, year-to-date) in dollars, variance, and variance percentage
	17. Expense report by user-definable period


	VII. Receiving
	Major Functions and Features
	1.   Receiving should fully integrate with the appropriate subsystems:
	Purchasing
	Accounts Payable

	2.   Provision to input the following fields during receiving (indicate if available and existing field size):
	3.  Capability to online match purchase orders with receiving information with minimum additional data.
	4.   Provision to allow for variance between quantity ordered and quantity received.
	5.   Provision to receive items not on the original purchase order.
	6.   Capability to search and inquire on purchase orders by:
	 Purchase order number
	 Vendor number
	 Vendor name
	 Purchase order status
	 Purchase order issuance date
	 Purchase orders delivery due date
	 Incomplete and partial purchase orders
	 Freight bill number

	7.   Provision to input additional data at receipt:
	 Serial numbers
	 Special handling requirements
	 Asset tag numbers
	 Contract number
	 Notes and comments (detail field lengths)

	8.   Ability to track receipts through delivery (e.g.: receipts status).
	9.   On-line ability to indicate receipt from requester including notes and comments from requester on condition of goods received.
	10. On-line ability to indicate approval for payment of invoice.
	11. Provision to report receipts by log code and/or item classification (e.g.:  chemicals, precious metals, etc.).
	12. Provision to restrict changes during receipt to original purchase order to ensure audit trail integrity.

	Documents and Reports to be Produced
	1.   Purchase orders by the due date
	2.   Incomplete purchase orders and/or purchase orders variance to receipts
	3.   Receipts log sorted by user-definable period including the following information:
	 Bill of lading number
	 Shipper number
	 Purchase order number
	 Vendor name
	 Freight Company
	 Number of pieces
	 Date of receipt

	4.   Capital report covering a user-definable time including:
	 Asset ID number
	 Serial number
	 Manufacturer
	 Model number
	 Date tagged
	 Tagged by



	VIII. Inventory
	Major Functions and Features
	1.   Inventory should be fully integrated with the appropriate subsystems:
	 Accounts Payable
	 Purchasing

	2.   Inventory should employ the following data file structure:
	 Item master file
	 Item detail file

	3.   Provision to code the item master file with the following fields (indicate if available and existing field size):
	4.   Provision in the item master file for purchasing fields such as:
	 Primary vendor number, name, and address
	 Secondary vendor number, name, and address
	 Vendor product number
	 Vendor lead time
	 Item cost

	5.   Provision to code the item detail file with the following:
	 Inventory location
	 Cost fields
	 On-hand inventory balance
	 Committed inventory balance
	 On-order inventory balance
	 In-transit inventory balance
	 Backorder inventory balance
	 Return to vendor inventory balance

	6.   Short and full item descriptions should be selectable by the system parameter table.
	7.   Capability for inventory item search, to locate valid inventory items during the order entry process by:
	 Item number
	 Description Search
	 Product class description

	8.   Ability to check availability of inventory based upon “on-hand” during order entry.
	9.   Ability to record a serial number after an item has been received.
	10. Capacity for defining minimum inventory and reorder quantity levels with capability for automatic generation of purchase orders.
	11. Ability to enter returned items into inventory with the appropriate accounting treatment.

	Documents and Reports to be Produced
	1.   Inventory item master, displaying the following:
	 Item number
	 Item description
	 Item short description
	 Current on-hand quantity
	 Reorder minimum and maximums
	 Primary vendor name
	 Secondary vendor name

	2.   Reorder report, sorted by buyer listing the items that have a quantity on-hand that is below the minimum quantity


	IX. Sales and Marketing
	Major Features and Functions
	1.   Sales and Marketing should fully integrate with the appropriate subsystems:
	 Inventory - Raw Materials
	 Inventory - Finished Goods
	 General Ledger
	 Distribution
	 Manufacturing

	2.   Sales and Marketing should fully the management organizational structure of the enterprise (internationally) and analysis should be able to be generated at each level listed below:
	 Location
	 Product Line
	 Unit Sales
	 Dollar Sales
	 Margins

	3.   Provision to code the item master file with the following fields (indicate if available and existing field size):
	4.   Provision in the item master file for fields such as:
	5.   Provision to code the item detail file with the following:
	 Location
	 Cost fields
	 On-hand 
	 Committed 
	 On-order 
	 Dollar Sales
	 Unit Sales
	 Gross Margin

	6.   Short and full item descriptions should be selectable by the system parameter table.
	7.   Capability for item search, to analyze valid operating results daily by:
	Product Line
	Location
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